
1951 January 21 – Walt Willey is born at 8:07 a.m. 

  (The Second Life of Doctor Mirage #13) 

 

Toyo Harada is born. 

(Harbinger Hardcover – The Origin of Harada)(Editor’s Note: Valiant Voice #4 places this event in 1947.) 

 

 A man known as the Rat is born.  He will become a captain in the US army and fight in Vietnam. 

  (Bloodshot #10) 

 

Sergeant Pinter, who assisted Captain Jonathan King against the Nazis in 1945, defects to the Soviet Union.  He 

changes his name to Petrov. 

(Conjecture: Ninjak says he defected “in the fifties.”)(Ninjak #12) 

 

 December 19 – Andre Maurice Jubert is born in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. 

  (Bloodshot #36) 

 

1952 The American Spirit, a costumed vigilante in Acclamation, Oregon, is killed fighting against communists. 

  (PunX #1) 

 

1955 Erica Pierce is born. 

  (Conjecture: This assumes she was 35 in Solar, Man of the Atom #1) 

 

 Captain Jonathan King starts a new personal journal. 

  (Ninjak #26) 

 

Dr. Kane is born. 

  (Eternal Warrior #13) 

 

 A NORAD facility in Colorado is built by the US government. 

  (Conjecture: The facility is “from the 50’s”.)(H.A.R.D. Corps #10) 

 

 Ford manufactures a Thunderbird.  One day it will be owned by Edward T. Sedewick. 

  (Secret Weapons #4) 

 

 Harold “Gunny” Lewis is born. 

  (Secrets of the Valiant Universe #1 - Armorines) 

 

 Tristan Atkins is born. 

  (Conjecture: Assumes he’s the same age as Harold Lewis.)(Armorines #1) 

 

1956 Harley Davidson manufactures a motorcycle.  In 35 years it will be Ricky Silver’s favorite ride. 

  (H.A.R.D. Corps #2) 

 

 Hwen Dong Fong, the son of Mae Fong, is born. 

(Conjecture: Assumes that 1974 was his first year of college.)(The Second Life of Doctor Mirage #13) 

 



 Mac Weisenfeld, the grandson of Dr. Weisenfeld, is born. 

  (Conjecture: He was thirty five in the 1990’s.)(Timewalker #1) 

 

1957 A bottle of Burgundy is made.  This will be the first wine Archer, a friend of Armstrong, will drink. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #15) 

 

Toyo Harada’s harbinger abilities manifest after an encounter with Madame Rowena. 

  (Harbinger Hardcover – The Origin of Harada)(Harbinger #1 – Coupon) 

 

 Toyo Harada’s parents bring him to a doctor to determine what’s wrong with him. 

  (Harbinger Files #1) 

 

Toyo Harada kills his parents. 

  (Harbinger Hardcover – The Origin of Harada)(Harbinger #2 – Coupon)(Harbinger Files #1) 

 

 Toyo Harada destroys his parents’ house. 

  (Harbinger #3 – Coupon) 

 

 Toyo Harada asks his neighbor Noriko to be his wife. 

  (Harbinger Hardcover – The Origin of Harada) 

 

 Gayle Nordhiem’s parents marry. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #22) 

 

 September 17 – Gilad Anni-Padda uses this date as a fake day of birth for his persona Gilad “Abrams”. 

  (Eternal Warrior #20) 

 

1958 Toyo Harada uses his abilities to become rich. He purchases his father’s company, and replaces the board of 

directors.  Harada changes the mission statement of the company to seek out individuals like himself.  Harada 

begins to use his influence to affect world events. 

  (Harbinger Hardcover – The Origin of Harada)(Harbinger #4 – Coupon)(Harbinger Files #1) 

 

Gayle Nordhiem is born. 

  (Conjecture: Assumes she’s 35 in Solar, Man of the Atom #22.) 

 

September 19 – An unknown person is born. 

  (Harbinger #7) 

 

1959 After the Cuban Revolution led by Fidel Castro ends a large wave of refugees begin to immigrate to America. 

  (Armorines #10) 

 

Wilson Haverford Duerst fakes his death. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #15) 

 

 Rudolph Perreira is born in Rio de Janeiro. 

  (Ninjak Yearbook #1) 



Gilad, with the help of British Intelligence, convinces Dr. Steiner to halt his hydrogen bomb testing. 

  (Conjecture: Happened “in the late fifties.”)(Eternal Warrior #21) 

 

 Madeline, the mother of Ethan Rosen, is born. 

  (Conjecture: Archer says she was in her “mid-thirties.”)(Archer & Armstrong #23) 

 

October 15 – Catherine Harland informs Lord Colin Blaxland that she’s pregnant with his baby.  Blaxland is not 

pleased with the news.  An attempt is made on Blaxland’s life and Jonathan King saves him and Catherine. 

  (Ninjak #0) 

 

October 26 – Jonathan King and his new wife Catherine arrive in Japan.  They were married by the ship’s captain 

on the voyage over.  Jonathan begins giving Catherine injections as part of the renewed “Hope and Glory” 

project, a project designed to create para-humans. 

  (Ninjak #0) 

 

November 30 – Jonathan King writes a journal entry about his progress in Japan. 

  (Ninjak #0) 

 

1960 March – Hideyoshi Iwatsu, a Japanese industrialist, learns of the Nazi program Shwarz Tod and begins Project 

Rising Spirit, an attempt to create a para-human. 

  (Bloodshot #48) 

 

May 5 – Colin King is born.  Jonathan King begins tracking down Iwatsu, believing him to be responsible for the 

deaths of agents connected with project “Hope and Glory.” 

  (Ninjak #0) 

 

July 1 - A young boy from Plashet Grove, London, is displaced in time to the year 1992. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #11) 

 

Wassily Borkov, also known as the White Wolf, a Soviet agent whose specialty is Mokrie Dela, gains a reputation 

in the international community as a cold blooded killer. 

  (Conjecture: Neville says “in the sixties.”)(Ninjak #15) 

 

Aaron Herkovitch, a sculptor, and Jonathan King meet in Japan.  King helps Herkovitch out of trouble with a 

group of Japanese businessmen.  In return Herkovitch agrees to work for King. 

  (Ninjak #25) 

 

1961 A former Nazi and associate of Dr. Mengele hiding in Peru realizes that he is the Immortal Enemy. 

  (Eternal Warrior #4) 

 

 July 16 – Buddy Holly’s band The Crickets reintroduces counterpoint at Radio City Music Hall in New York City. 

  (Timewalker #14) 

 

Neville Alcott marries Jessica. 

  (Conjecture: Alcott indicates they got married not too long after Colin King is born.)(Ninjak #0) 

 



Paul Bouvier is born. 

  (X-O Manowar #30) 

 

1962 Erica Pierce plays her record of The Wizard of OZ soundtrack when her father abuses her. 

  (Unity #0)(Eternal Warrior #2) 

 

Gilad tracks down and kills the Immortal Enemy, a former Nazi.  He is reincarnated as Juan Caldone. 

  (Conjecture: Assumes the Immortal Enemy is 30 in 1992.)(Eternal Warrior #4) 

 

The Original Doctor Solar, Man of the Atom #1 – “Solar’s Secret” 

October - Gold Key Comics begins publishing a comic called Doctor Solar.  The first issue is about how Dr. Solar 

gains his amazing powers. 

 

 Tristan Atkins’ father captures a great white shark. 

  (Armorines #1) 

 

1963 The United States and the USSR sign a treaty that bans the testing of nuclear weapons in space. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #1) 

 

Carmen Ruiz is born in Brazil. 

  (Conjecture: This assumes she’s 30 in The Second Life of Doctor Mirage #1.) 

 

 Clay McHenry is born. 

  (Conjecture: This assumes he’s 20 when he became a cop.)(Geomancer #1)(Geomancer #2) 

 

 The Original Doctor Solar, Man of the Atom #1 – “The New Man of the Atom” 

September – Gold Key Comics publishes the 5th issue of Doctor Solar.  This issue tells the story of Dr. Solar 

designing a costume and establishing an alter ego for when he fights crime. 

 

1964 Two bottles of Rufina Fresobaldi are made.  Armstrong will admire them both 28 years later. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #3)(Eternal Warrior #3) 

 

 Angelo Mortalli is born in Queens, New York. 

  (Rai Companion #1) 

 

1965 January  3 – Jillian Mary Alcott is born. 

  (Bloodshot #48) 

 

Erica Pierce’s father has an accident.  Erica walks away, letting him bleed to death. 

(Conjecture: Assumes this event happened when she was 10.)(Eternal Warrior #2)(Solar, Man of the 

Atom #13) 

 

December – Doctor Solar #15 is published by Gold Key.  A high school aged Phil Seleski reads it.  Because of the 

stories he decides to become a nuclear physicist. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #2)(Solar, Man of the Atom #3) 

 



The Cuban airlifts begin.  Over 45,000 Cubans are rescued from Communist Cuba and brought to America.  

Arturo Vasquez, a physicist, is one of these refugees. 

  (Armorines #9) 

 

Dr. Martin Luther King marches against the war in Vietnam.  Clemenceau, a native of New Orleans marches with 

him. 

  (Shadowman #8) 

 

1966 A 3,000 pound great white shark kills Tristan Atkins’ father. 

  (Armorines #1) 

 

1967 In Beauregard, Louisiana, a woman named Sarah has an affair on her fiancé Zach Boniface with a preacher who 

is also a snake handler named Josiah Torrent.  Sarah becomes pregnant with Torrent’s baby.  Zach and other 

members of the town kill Josiah and bury him in an unmarked grave. 

(Conjecture: The events that led up to Jack Boniface’s birth happened “twenty some years 

ago.”)(Shadowman #20) 

 

February 7 – Master Darque and his sister Sandria are photographed at Mardi Gras. 

  (Shadowman #11) 

 

Jack Boniface is born. 

(Shadowman #20) 

 

 Joe Nicoletti, a British consultant, is captured by the Vietnamese at Khe Sanh.  Gilad Abrams rescues him.  

  (The Valiant Era Companion #1)(Editor’s Note: Valiant Voice #4 places this event in 1968.) 

 

Augustus Silkowski gains a doctorate at Harvard Medical School. 

  (Ninjak #1) 

 

 Nathan Travecki is born. 

  (Bloodshot #17) 

 

 Charles Palmer, Aaron Brillstein and Virgil Peeves are ambushed in Hynihn Driag by the North Vietnamese. 

  (H.A.R.D. Corps #17) 

 

Jason Haynes is born. 

  (Ninjak #23) 

 

1968 Phil Seleski begins college where he studies to become a nuclear physicist. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #3) 

 

 Rexo, a US soldier, returns home from fighting in Vietnam a cripple. 

  (X-O Manowar #12) 

 

 Stella, an American who lives in Hollywood, California, is born. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #15) 



 

The man known as the Rat is drafted into the US Army.  He goes off to Vietnam and participates in Operation: 

Phoenix.  

  (Bloodshot #10) 

 

 A man named Steve joins the New York Fire Department. 

  (Harbinger #25) 

 

Gilad meets Edward Brisbane in Saigon, Vietnam.  Brisbane and Gilad overthrow Colonel Wemand Harvesty, 

who has declared himself a Satrap of one of the Vietnamese villages. 

  (Eternal Warrior #42) 

 

1969 Tom Morgan joins the New York City Police Department. 

  (Eternal Warrior #28) 

 

1970 Obadiah Archer is born. 

  (Conjecture: Assumes he’s 12 at the beginning of Archer &Armstrong #0) 

 

Gayle Nordheim’s parents’ divorce. 

(Conjecture: Her mother indicated that the divorce took place around the Kent State shootings.)(Solar, 

Man of the Atom #22) 

 

Paul San… is born. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #45)(Editor’s Note: Paul’s full last name is unknown.) 

 

The U.S.S.R. initiates project X-Caliber.  Karl Breznoff, a K.G.B. agent, is implanted with ballistic missiles on his 

arm.  This is also known as project Sniper. 

  (X-O Manowar #3) 

  

A plane crashes in a South American jungle near a camp of Askati. 

  (Conjecture: The plane crashed “twenty, thirty years ago.”)(Ninjak #24) 

 

Carmen Ruiz begins training in Capoeira, a Brazillian martial art. 

  (The Second Life of Doctor Mirage #1) 

 

 Edward T. Sedgewick is born. 

  (Conjecture: This assumes he’s 23 in 1993.) 

 

 Phil Seleski stops talking to his father Arthur. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #32) 

 

October 14 – Neville Alcott and his family visit Bodine Electronics to steal industrial secrets.  Augustus Silkowski 

works there. 

  (Ninjak #0) 

 



 October 21 – Jonathan King breaks into a Musashi chemical engineering plant to discover what Hideyoshi Iwatsu 

 has learned about project “Hope and Glory.” 

  (Ninjak #0) 

 

1971 Steve Smith becomes a ranch hand at the O’Brien Ranch in Harryhausen, Colorado, after being discharged from 

the army. 

  (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #4) 

 

Jack Boniface gets a saxophone. 

  (Shadowman #31) 

 

 December 25 – Angelo Mortalli gets a toy gun for Christmas.  His sister Jeannie gets a Barbie. 

  (Bloodshot #42) 

 

1972 John Torkleson is born.  Joe Bob, the owner of Sunny’s Garage in Decatur, Georgia, raises him. 

  (Harbinger #4)(Harbinger #7) 

   

Jack Boniface is singled out in church for being a sinner by Reverand Talbot. 

  (Shadowman #14) 

 

Antonio Cordova is born in Cuba. 

  (Armorines #10) 

 

Cheryl, later known as Lifeline, is born. 

  (H.A.R.D. Corps #25) 

 

Arturo Vasquez becomes a U.S. citizen. 

  (Armorines #9) 

 

September – Jimi Hendrix is displaced in time and brought to the year 1992. 

(Archer & Armstrong #11) 

 

September 22 – A person with the last name Adams dies. 

   (Harbinger #7)(Editor’s Note: The first name cannot be seen on the gravestone.) 

 

 Marcia Lewis is born. 

  (Shadowman #27) 

 

1973 Bobby Fischer is the world chess champion.  Several books are written about his life and his strategies. 

  (Bloodshot #17) 

 

Having travelled from the year 1998, Ivar the Timewalker arrives at the construction site of the World Trade 

Center in New York City.  Mac arrives in his own time arc from the year 1915. 

  (Timewalker #9) 

 



Virgil Peeves, an American serving in Vietnam, has a romantic relationship with Sangsu Minh.  Minh disappears.  

Peeves believes she has died but she actually is pregnant and has his son, Sean. 

  (H.A.R.D. Corps #29) 

 

Andre Maurice Jubert graduates magna cum laude from Harvard University with a PhD in biochemistry. 

  (Bloodshot #36) 

 

August 22 – Aztlan is born. 

  (PunX #1) 

 

Clay McHenry is attacked by wolves while he is wandering alone in the woods.  Clay is rescued by his Great 

Uncle Buck McHenry, the Geomancer. 

  (Conjecture: Assumes this happened when he was 10.)(Geomancer #2) 

 

Robert J. Anderson, a private serving in the Vietnam War, is abducted by Spider Aliens and put into stasis. 

  (Conjecture: Gunny says that Anderson has “been in stasis for over 20 years.”)(Armorines #7) 

 

1974 Tunnels under Heathrow Airport are walled up.  The tunnels used to serve as evacuation routes during World 

War II.  More tunnels under London are outfitted with tracks for MI-6 agents to get around London quickly.  A 

young Jillian Alcott plays in the tunnels during construction. 

(Conjecture: Bloodshot says they were “walled off years ago.”)(Editor’s Note: In the Valiant Universe MI-

5 and MI-6 are part of the same agency.)(Bloodshot #20)(Secret Weapons #15) 

 

Charlene Dupre is born. 

  (Harbinger #4) 

 

A Spider Alien mothership arrives in Earth’s solar system.  The Spider Aliens hide their ship on the opposite side 

of the Sun from Earth. 

  (Armorines #6) 

 

June 17 – Cram is born. 

  (PunX #1) 

 

Kris Hathaway is born. 

(Harbinger #8) 

 

Charles Palmer, Aaron Brillstein, Virgil Peeves and Harold Lewis participate in an operation called Wild Weasel 

during the Vietnam War.  The mission goes foul and Palmer, Brillstein and Peeves all end up in a coma. 

(H.A.R.D. Corps #18)(Editor’s Note: Throughout H.A.R.D. Corps many dates have been given in regards to 

how long certain characters were POW’s and how long their comas were.  One can assume there is the 

truth and then there is what has been filed in reports.) 

 

Peter Stanchek is born. 

  (Harbinger #10) 

 

 



 Sandria Darque attends the theatre. 

  (Conjecture: She says she hasn’t been to the theatre in “decades.”)(Shadowman #28) 

 

Faith Herbert is born. 

(Conjecture: She would have been a high school senior in September 1991 according to Harbinger #4) 

 

Hwen Dong Fong, now calling himself Hwen Mirage, and Walt Willey are roommates at Southern Illinois 

University.  One night after heavy drinking Willey comes home with Keltoi tattoo. 

  (The Second Life of Doctor Mirage #13) 

 

Earl Simkus is born. 

  (H.A.R.D. Corps #15) 

  

Charles Sinclair joins the police force in London, the beginning of an illustrious carrier. 

  (Secret Weapons #13) 

 

Det is born. 

  (Bloodshot #19) 

 

1975  Faith Herbert is christened.  Senator Hamilton attends. 

  (Conjecture: Assumes she was baptized within her first year.)(Harbinger #40) 

 

Gilad helps Edward Brisbane escape Vietnam during the fall of Saigon. 

  (Eternal Warrior #42) 

 

Armstrong and a man named Medoc become enemies. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #6) 

 

 Jack Niccoletti leaves the British army after the Vietnam War ends. 

  (The Valiant Era Companion #1) 

 

Colin King follows his father after he sees him leave the British embassy in a ninja outfit.  Jonathan King goes to a 

warehouse run by Hideyoshi Iwatsu.   

(Ninjak #0) 

 

Iwatsu’s men kill Jonathan King and attempt to capture Colin but he escapes.  Colin is given safe haven in the 

Todaji Temple in Nara, Japan. 

  (Ninjak #00) 

 

 Melissa Duffy is born. 

  (Bloodshot #39) 

 

October 9 – Frontline is born. 

  (PunX #2) 

 



Buck McHenry and Gilad worry about the rise of para-military organizations in America.  Gilad creates the 

identity of Gil Masters, a right-wing extremist, to infiltrate these organizations.  Gil Masters becomes a 

mysterious and legendary figure on the far right. 

  (Eternal Warrior #43) 

 

1976 Victoria Adrianna Martinelli is born. 

  (Conjecture: Assumes she’s 18 in 1994.)(Secrets of the Valiant Universe #1 – Harbinger) 

 

Angelo Mortalli witnesses his father Bruno, a mobster, beating up a man in an alley. 

  (Bloodshot #42) 

 

Alison Marlowe is born. 

  (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #41) 

 

Elyot Zorn begins despising his cousin Clay McHenry. 

  (Conjecture: Zorn says he hasn’t liked McHenry “since we were teens.”)(Geomancer #2) 

 

 Project Rising Spirit’s operating system is copyrighted. 

  (Bloodshot #42) 

 

1977 Geoff McHenry, the nephew of Buck McHenry, is born. 

  (Eternal Warrior #7) 

 

 Master Darque and his sister Sandria fake their deaths after a car accident. 

  (Shadowman #11)(Darque Passages #1) 

 

Colin King, who has been continuing his training, sees Michiko Okubo, a former classmate of his, at the temple.  

They meet in private the next day. 

  (Ninjak #00) 

 

New York City suffers a city wide blackout. 

  (Chaos Effect Alpha) 

 

Andy, the grandson of Andar, is born. 

  (Conjecture: Assumes he’s 16 in Turok #4) 

 

The Harbinger Foundation is founded by Toyo Harada. 

  (Harbinger #26)(Harbinger #30)(Valiant Voice #4) 

 

 A park in Upper St. Clair, Pennsylvania, is built.  Kris Hathaway’s father visits the park often. 

  (The Chaos Effect Epilogue) 

 

Dr. Augustus Silkowski and Dr. Marcus Bodine form Comsat Industries. 

  (Ninjak #1) 

 

 



1978 Henry Roberts joins the New York Police Department. 

  (Eternal Warrior #14) 

 

 Simon Morrell is born. 

  (H.A.R.D. Corps #19) 

 

1979 January 18 – Toyo Harada visits Lynchburg, Virginia, to see Faith Herbert. 

  (Harbinger #33) 

 

A bottle of Sauvgnon di Mirac Dualo is made.  Armstrong will drink it 13 years later. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #3) 

 

 Comsat Industries tenders public offering after rapid expansion. 

  (Ninjak #1) 

  

A bottle of Lafite de Luze is made.  Armstrong will drink it 14 years later. 

  (Harbinger #22) 

 

 Jack Boniface learns to play the homemade kazoo, a comb with tissue paper. 

  (Shadowman #30) 

 

Priests sheltering Colin King at the Todaiji Temple in Nara, Japan, are killed by Iwatsu’s men.  King defeats them 

in combat.  He and Iwatsu make a deal and Colin is allowed to leave for England. 

  (Ninjak #00) 

 

1980 Phil Seleski becomes the principal theorist behind the fusion reactor in Muskogee, Oklahoma. 

  (Conjecture: A few years after college.  This assumes Seleski had 8-9 years of college.) 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #3)  

 

 Charlene Dupre gets beat up for the first time. 

  (Harbinger #1) 

 

The Sect captures Armstrong and locks him in a wine cellar in Rome.  When Armstrong escapes he visits 

Alfredo’s Restaurant, has some extra-curricular activities with owner’s wife and doesn’t pay his tab. 

(Archer & Armstrong #3)(Archer & Armstrong #4)(Editor’s note: In issue #3 Armstrong said it had been 10 

years, but in issue #4 the Sisters of Doom make it clear that it was 12 years ago.) 

 

 June – The New York facility of the Harbinger Foundation is opened. 

  (Harbinger #26) 

 

Antonio Cordova and his family flee from Cuba to America during the Mariel Boat Lifts.  Cordova’s father dies 

during the journey. 

  (Armorines #10) 

 

1981 Faith Herbert enjoys hanging out in a tree house with her friends. 

  (Harbinger #13) 



 

1982 Evie, a friend of Angelo Mortalli has twin girls.  Unable to care for them she gives them to The Place of Many 

Alike, a religious order that trains assassins. 

  (Bloodshot #49) 

 

June 12 – Obadiah Archer witnesses his parents murdering a young girl. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #0) 

 

June 13 – Obadiah’s parents set their house on fire with Obadiah in it.  Obadiah nearly dies.  When he wakes up 

in the hospital he runs away. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #0) 

 

 Gilad Abrams meets Jessica, a medic in Grenada. 

  (Eternal Warrior #5) 

 

August 4 - Obadiah Archer’s parents are arrested. 

  (Conjecture: Archer says it’s a “few weeks” after he ran away.)(Archer & Armstrong #0) 

 

 August 15 – Obadiah Archer is caught stowing aboard a boat headed for Hong Kong. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #0) 

 

 Project Rising Spirit’s operating system version 4.3 is copyrighted. 

  (Bloodshot #42) 

 

Ivar the Timewalker, travels to this year and is introduced to in Polaroid cameras. 

  (Archer & Armstrong/Eternal Warrior #8) 

 

1983 Richard West, a security officer, begins working for the transit authority in New York City. 

  (Eternal Warrior #9) 

 

Andy’s father Lake carves a symbol onto Andy’s chest. 

  (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #40) 

 

Captain Paul Benson, a member of the US Air Force, begins a four year tour stationed in Japan. 

  (The Visitor #5) 

 

Virgil, a man living in Bulingame, Alabama, loses his wife and children to a drunk driver.  The drunk driver, who is 

also killed, leaves a son behind.  Virgil begins to build a forest of crosses on his property. 

  (Shadowman #14) 

 

Clay McHenry joins the New York City Police Department.  Clay asks his girlfriend Samantha if she’ll marry him 

and she says ‘yes.’ 

(Conjecture: Clay says he was on the police force for “over ten years.”)(Geomancer #1) (Geomancer #2)  

 

Kyle Wolfbridge, a terrorist and arms dealer, begins the Wolfbridge Operation. 

  (Conjecture: Wolfbridge says the operation took “years to put together.”)(X-O Manowar #23) 



 

 Jack Boniface meets Cori in High School.  They become really close friends. 

  (Shadowman #9)(Conjecture: They’ve “known each other since High School.”) 

 

An accident occurs at a Comsat Industries laboratory.  Six die.  Dr. Silkowski, who is severely injured, survives 

and goes into seclusion. 

  (Ninjak #1)(Ninjak #00) 

 

 Gilad fights beside ‘Hammed in Afghanistan. 

  (Eternal Warrior #20) 

 

Toyo Harada meets Takashi Kuramoto. 

  (Harbinger #30) 

 

1984 While Colin King attends Oxford University he begins vigilantism. 

  (Ninjak #00) 

 

June 7 – Joe Valez, a bodyguard, and the man he’s protecting, Edgar, are attacked by a group of radical muslims.  

Edgar dies but Joe survives despite having a grenade explode right next to him. 

  (Secret Weapons #11) 

 

 June 14 – Joe Valez is recruited by Neville Alcott to join MI-5. 

  (Secret Weapons #11) 

 

July 1 – Obadiah Archer arrives at a temple in Ladakh, Tibet. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #0)(Valiant Voice #4) 

 

Buck McHenry, the Geomancer, meets Paul N’dour.  Buck tells him he is to be the next Geomancer, but N’dour 

refuses because it means leaving his wife and child behind.  N’dour does learn enough about geomancy to hear 

inanimate objects whisper. 

  (Shadowman #4) 

 

 Angelo, an associate of Benito Carboni the mob leader, begins burying bodies near the Lexington Mall. 

  (Conjecture: Angelo says he’s been dumping bodies there “for years.”)(X-O Manowar #17) 

 

Hwen Mirage sees the movie Ghostbusters.  It changes his life and he decides to become a paranormal 

investigator. 

  (The Second Life of Doctor Mirage #9)  

 

A group of Yanomama leave Brazil and resettle in Peru. 

  (Conjecture: Elib says this happened “years ago.”)(X-O Manowar #22) 

 

 In the nations of Italy and Columbia organized crime begins to take steps to overthrow the government. 

  (Ninjak #3) 

 

 



 Bile, the owner of a dude ranch in Utah, and the nephew of Andar, climbs a rock formation in a Utah canyon. 

  (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #10) 

 

 Dr. Silkowski and his partner Marcus Bodine come at odds with how to run their company. 

  (Ninjak #00) 

 

Jack Boniface begins playing his saxophone in clubs, hoping to catch his big break. 

  (Shadowman #35) 

 

 Ninjak #0 – “Hope and Glory” 

 Augustus Silkowski, now calling himself Dr. Silk, reminisces about his childhood with his bodyguard Fitzhugh. 

 

1985 February 19 – Buck McHenry, the Geomancer, finds his nephew Geoff in Brooklyn and takes him as his 

 apprentice.  Geoff’s parents believe he has been kidnapped. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #10)(Valiant Voice #4)  

 

Dr. Silk gains full control of Comsat Industries.  His former partner, Dr. Marcus Bodine commits suicide. 

  (Ninjak #1) 

 

Colin King graduates from Oxford University.  Neville Alcott and his wife attend Marcus Bodine’s funeral. 

  (Ninjak #00) 

 

Angelo Mortalli witnesses his father Bruno being arrested by police officers for the murder of Officer John 

Stafanski.  Bruno, a mobster, was being set up for selling drugs. 

  (Bloodshot #42)(Bloodshot: Last Stand) 

   

Clemenceau, a native of New Orleans and former activist, begins amassing a small fortune. 

  (Conjecture: Clemenceau says this happened “in the eighties.”)(Shadowman #8) 

 

 Penelope Dalton founds Dalton Industries. 

  (Conjecture: She says she has been running the “business for many years.”)(X-O Manowar #16) 

 

 June – Buck McHenry continues Geoff’s training in Egypt. 

  (Geomancer #2) 

 

Yugo Convertibles begin being sold in the US. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #16) 

 

Bruno Mortalli agrees to testify against the mob in Federal Court.  Angelo, Bruno’s son joins the mob after being 

vouched for by Gino Canelli.  Angelo tells Benito Carboni, the Don of the Carboni crime family, that he will kill his 

father for ratting out members of the mafia.  Bruno, who is in protected custody, escapes the attempt on his life 

after Harold Glenn, an FBI agent, tips Bruno off to the hit.  Richard Cole Jr. is killed during the attempt on 

Bruno’s life. 

  (Bloodshot: Last Stand) 

 

 



Archer learns to fight his fear of confinement. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #22) 

 

Dr. Steffano, the head of reconstructive surgery at Bellevue Hospital, changes Bruno Mortalli’s appearance.  

Mortalli changes his name to Barry Mondale and the two form a pharmaceutical compay with the money he 

stole from Carboni. 

  (Bloodshot: Last Stand) 

 

Mr. Stone, a Harbinger Foundation scientist and his wife Kris have a baby named Amy. 

  (Harbinger Files #2) 

 

The Rome Airport Massacre takes place.  One of the terrorists was Hassan al Assiz, also known as Harry the 

Hyena and born as Rudolph Perreira.  Hassan escapes the police. 

  (Conjecture: Date is historical.)(Ninjak Yearbook #1) 

 

1986 Anne Stoker, a gothic novelist who writes about vampires, hires Philip Angle to be her agent. 

  (Shadowman #40) 

 

February 19 – Geoff McHenry returns to Brooklyn after completing his training to become a Geomancer. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #10) 

 

March 1 – Geoff McHenry finds his mother’s wedding ring.  When asked how he found it he explains that it 

talked to him. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #10) 

 

April 26 - A meltdown occurs at the Chernobyl Nuclear power plant.  The meltdown is caused by the Russians 

attempts to create a super powered individual. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #0 – Chapter Seven)(Solar, Man of the Atom #58) 

 

 May – Obadiah Archer’s training continues.  He both impresses and scares his master at the temple. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #0) 

 

 Dr. Silk takes Comsat Industries private. 

  (Ninjak #1) 

 

 William Haverford Duerst’s doctor joins the Sect. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #17) 

 

 Javier Cortez’s drug and smuggling operations begin gaining economic strength. 

  (Armorines #10) 

 

Aaron Herkovitch, a former operative of Jonathan King’s and now an operative of Webnet is sent on a honeytrap 

mission.  He begins having an affair with Jessica Alcott. 

  (Ninjak #25) 

 



Fall – Jessica Louise Alcott is sent to Berlin, East Germany, on a mission by her husband Neville.  She is captured 

by the forces of Dr. Silk.  Neville tries to bluff Silk during negotiations for Jessica’s safe return.  Silk has Jessica 

killed. 

  (Ninjak #25) 

 

 Dr. Steffano, the former personal physician of Benito Carboni, is found dead. 

  (Bloodshot: Last Stand) 

 

1987 Carmen Ruiz divorces her husband Lorenzo. 

  (The Second Life of Doctor Mirage #18) 

 

January 27 – Gaylord “Butch” McFadden’s Harbinger powers manifest resulting in the destruction of his home 

and the deaths of his parents. 

  (Harbinger #28) 

 

Captain Paul Benson returns from Japan and is stationed at Camp Lejune in North Carolina. 

  (The Visitor #5) 

 

Jack Boniface subs for a band called Chainsaw Whiplash.  Chainsaw Whiplash is the opening band for Aerosmith 

on one of their tour dates.  Jack gets to meet Brad Whitford and Tom Hamilton. 

  (Conjecture: Jack says he met them “years ago.”)(Shadowman #19) 

 

May 1 – Hwen Mirage and Carmen Ruiz get married. 

(The Second Life of Doctor Mirage #3)(Editor’s note: Six years, four months and ten days from September 

11th 1993.) 

 

June 10 – Turok arrives in Colombia from the Lost Land after the events in Unity.  He renews his hunt for Mon-

Ark, a bionisaur that has augmented intelligence. 

  (X-O Manowar #14)(Valiant Voice #4) 

 

A group of Skammrs arrive in Peru from the Lost Land after the events in Unity. 

  (X-O Manowar #34) 

 

Turok Dinosaur Hunter #1 – “Cold Blood Blazing” 

June – Turok is attacked by Mon-Ark and falls off a cliff.  Mon-Ark and his mate assume he’s dead.  Turok is 

found by Serita and she takes him to her village.  There Turok recovers from his injuries.  Mon-Ark discovers that 

Turok is not dead and lures him away from the village.  While he’s gone Mon-Ark’s fellow bionisaurs attack the 

village.  Turok returns and fights off the bionisaurs.  The villagers ask Turok to leave, fearing that he will be a 

danger to them. 

 

July 8 – Erica Pierce has a son, Albert. 

(Solar, Man of the Atom #12) (Editor’s note: In Solar, Man of the Atom #0 – Chapter Four, Erica says she has a 

five year old, which would put his birth year as 1985.) 

 

 



Maria Cortez, a paleontologist at the Bogata University, begins searching for Turok.  She hopes that he will help 

her capture a bionisaur alive. 

  (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #2) 

 

Turok Dinosaur Hunter #2 – “Lizards of the Night!” 

Turok is provided with guns by Carlos Comancho, a local drug runner, whose operations are being affected by 

the bionisaurs.  Mon-Ark sends his mate after Turok.  Turok kills Mon-Ark’s mate. 

 

Turok Dinosaur Hunter #3 – “Slithering Sands” 

Turok, with the help of the drug runner Comancho, attacks Mon-Ark’s home.  After a fierce battle Turok kills 

Mon-Ark. 

 

 Randy Cartier has a run-in with Kyle Wolfbridge in Vancouver. 

  (X-O Manowar #23) 

 

The Achille Lauro, a cruise ship, is taken over by a group of terrorists.  The terrorists include Hassan al Assiz, also 

known as Harry the Hyena. 

(Ninjak Yearbook #1) 

 

Victoria Martinelli overcomes her bladder control problems. 

  (Secrets of the Valiant Universe #1 – Harbinger) 

 

1988 Randy Cartier is captured by Kyle Wolfbridge and is imprisoned for the next three months. 

  (X-O Manowar #32) 

 

Randy Cartier is tortured by Kyle Wolfbridge in Afghanistan.  Paul Bouvier helps free her from her prison.  He 

losses an eye in the process.   

  (X-O Manowar #22)(X-O Manowar #32) 

 

Captain Paul Benson is promoted to Major by General McFarland at Camp Lejune, North Carolina. 

  (The Visitor #5) 

 

July – A young man in Seattle, Washington, named Buford, has his Harbinger powers manifest.  Buford, 

nicknamed Ax, can talk to and manipulate machines. 

  (Bloodshot #21) 

 

Arthur Saltzman wins a Nobel Prize for his work in the Brazillian Rainforest. 

  (Conjecture: He won the prize “in the late ‘80’s.”)(Ninjak #24) 

 

Randy Cartier kills Kyle Wolfbridge.  The Wolfbridge Group, a Canadian Secret Service task force is disbanded. 

(Conjecture: Months after Randy is rescued in Afghanistan.)(X-O Manowar #32)(X-O Manowar #38) 

 

Comsat Industries, owned by Dr. Augustus Silk, becomes a front for Webnet, an illegal consortium for technical, 

industrial and financial institutions. 

  (Ninjak #1) 

 



Victoria Martinelli and her mother visit Washington D.C.  Victoria is most impressed with the Macys. 

  (Harbinger #40) 

 

Ninjak #00 – “Hope & Glory, Part 2 – Bitter Beginnings” 

Colin King has his first encounter as Ninjak with Dr. Silk. 

 

Doctor Hwen Mirage meets Professor Mabry at a seminar. 

  (The Second Life of Doctor Mirage #14) 

 

The Weaponeer Agency is formed.  Its purpose is to supply arms to the highest bidder.  Colin King has extensive 

connections to the agency. 

(Conjecture: Neville says that the organization has “been in operation for years.”)(Secret Weapons #9) 

 

November – Obadiah Archer trains in archery. 

  (Archer & Armstrong #0) 

 

Bile, the owner of a dude ranch in Utah, is approached by Chun Lee Fat, a dealer in rare animal parts.  Fat is 

interested in Bile’s white buffalo.  Bile tells him it is not for sale. 

(Conjecture: Bile tells Turok that he’s been “badgered” “for years” about the buffalo from Fat.) (Turok 

Dinosaur Hunter #10) 

 

1989 Toyo Harada learns about and begins fighting against the Spider Aliens. 

  (Conjecture: Harada says he’s been fighting them for “many years.”)(X-O Manowar #4) 

 

 Armstrong fights mobsters in one of Anthony Carino’s bars. 

  (Conjecture: Carino says it was “a few years back.”)(Harbinger #21) 

 

Milo Gretcher becomes homeless. 

  (X-O Manowar #61) 

 

Arturo Vasquez buys a home in Mexico. 

  (Armorines #10) 

 

Ivar, the Timewalker, leaves money with Mac Weisenfeld.  Mac’s wife Patsy invests the money for Ivar. 

  (Timewalker #3) 

 

Aaron Brillstein sees the play Welcome to Purgatory in London.  The play was written by Merle Pliever and was 

performed for a week. 

(H.A.R.D. Corps #28)(Editor’s Note: Obviously he is no longer in a coma, but the length of time he was in 

one is unclear.) 

 

Gilad Abrams visits his friend Jessica in Los Angeles. 

  (Eternal Warrior #5) 

 

June 17 – Duke Weston, a Texan who owns a rodeo, steals a bull known as Shiva’s Child in Calcutta, India. 

  (The Second Life of Doctor Mirage #4) 



 

August 28 – Gilad Abrams is issued a US passport. 

  (Eternal Warrior #20) 

 

The Harbinger Foundation purchases land in Iowa.  Their goal is to set up a town and observe when harbinger 

powers manifest among the residents. 

  (Conjecture: The base was set up a few years ago.)(H.A.R.D. Corps #13) 

 

 Jack Boniface and his mother Sarah visit each other. 

  (Shadowman #20) 

 

 Joe Nicoletti is hired by the Harbinger Foundation to train its Eggbreakers. 

  (Valiant Voice #4) 

 

A new chef joins the staff at Chateau Dorillac in France.  The chef previously worked in Taillevant. 

  (Ninjak #14) 

 

November 9 – Dieter Von Buskirk participates in the fall of the Berlin Wall. 

  (Eternal Warrior Special #1) 

 

During the Panama Conflict Major Paul Benson rescues a group of Navy Seals cut off from the rest of their unit.  

Benson is decorated with the Silver Star and the Purple Heart. 

  (Visitor #5) 

 

1990 Gilad goes to his last gathering of right-wing extremists under the alias of Gil Masters. 

  (Conjecture: Masters hadn’t “been heard from in years.”)(Eternal Warrior #43) 

 

Armstrong visits his home in Saint-Luc. 

(Conjecture: Armstrong says the last time he was there was “a couple of years” ago.)(Archer & 

Armstrong #5) 

 

Ninjak visits the Vatican. 

  (Conjecture: Ninjak says he hasn’t been “here in years.”)(Ninjak #26) 

 

Gilad has a run-in with a CIA agent named Shepard. 

  (Eternal Warrior #21) 

 

Marcia Lewis, a resident of New Orleans, is busted for possession. 

  (Shadowman #27) 

 

The Persian Gulf War begins.  Arturo Vasquez, a US citizen and former Cuban refugee, helps design weapons for 

the US army. 

  (Armorines #9) 

 

August 12 – An unknown person dies. 

  (Harbinger #7)(Editor’s Note: The name cannot be seen of the gravestone.) 



 

Solar, Man of the Atom #1 – “Second Death, Part 1 – No Place Like Home” 

September 27 - Another version of Phil Seleski, a nuclear scientist, arrives in Muskogee, Oklahoma.  The 

doppelganger gained powers from a nuclear explosion that took place in the future of an alternate reality.  The 

alternate version of Phil Seleski stops a prison riot, saves a nuclear sub and socializes with the homeless.  He 

vows that he won’t let the accident happen again. 

(Editor’s Note:  Gayle said that it was a Friday, but September 27th was a Thursday.) 

 

September 27 – Geoff McHenry, the Geomancer, is aware that an alternate version of Phil Seleski has arrived in 

his reality. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #10) 

 

September - The Harbinger Foundation runs an ad in an Oklahoman newspaper. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #3) 

 

Solar, Man of the Atom #2 – “Second Death, Part 2 – Out of My Mind” 

September 28 - The future Phil Seleski, racked with guilt over the millions of deaths he caused, splits into two 

beings.  One of his halves looks, talks and thinks he is the comic book character Doctor Solar.  The two halves 

battle in Antarctica almost destroying the continent. 

 

After the large explosion in Antarctica weird weather patterns begin to effect places all over the world. The 

government begins investigating the huge crater in Antarctica.  Penguins are brought to the brink of extinction. 

(Solar, Man of the Atom #3)(X-O Manowar #18)(Valiant Bulletin Board January 1993) 

 

Solar, Man of the Atom #3 – “Second Death, Part 3 – Reality Check” 

September 29 - Doctor Solar stops a group of fugitives in Los Angeles.  He then contacts the Harbinger 

Foundation, an organization that helps people with special powers. 

 

September 30 - Doctor Solar goes to the Harbinger Foundation in Dallas, Texas to talk about his powers but the 

meeting doesn’t go well.  Solar meets Toyo Harada, the founder of the Harbinger Foundation and after a brief 

confrontation crashes his plane into the Rocky Mountains. 

 

September 30 – Dr. Laing, who was observing the confrontation between Doctor Solar and the staff at the 

Harbinger Foundation, becomes paranoid that Solar and the Harbinger Foundation are out to get him. 

(Editor’s Note: The caption says April 1991, but this is clearly when Doctor Solar had his first 

confrontation with the Harbinger Foundation.)(Secret Weapons #4) 

 

Harbinger Files #1 – “Redemption and Reward” 

September 30 – After crash landing in the Rocky Mountains, Toyo Harada is found by a man named David 

“Dusty” Berman, who helps nurse him back to health and listens to Harada’s stories. 

 

October 1 – Harada kills Dusty after telling him his story.  Members of the Harbinger Foundation locate and 

rescue Harada. 

 

 

 



 

Solar, Man of the Atom #4 – “Second Death, Part 4 – ‘…All for One’” 

October 1 – The fusion reactor at the Edgewater Nuclear Facility in Muskogee, Oklahoma, is brought online.  

Doctor Solar and the alternate Phil Seleski battle again.  The nuclear reactor goes critical.  Doctor Solar and the 

alternate Phil prevent an explosion by merging with each other and then merging with the Phil Seleski from this 

reality. 

 

Solar, Man of the Atom #0 – “Alpha and Omega” 

October 1 – In another reality the fusion reactor at the Edgewater Nuclear Facility in Muskogee, Oklahoma, goes 

critical.  Phil Seleski tries to shut it off and when he fails he jumps into one of the anti-proton pumps.  He 

survives, saves the town, absorbs all the radiation, and reconstitutes his body all through force of will.  His fellow 

scientists begin conducting tests to learn about his new abilities. 

 

October 1 – Geoff McHenry, the Geomancer, is aware that the Edgewater Nuclear Facility goes critical. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #10) 

 

October 2 – Geoff’s parents take him to see a doctor about his panic attacks. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #10) 

 

October 30 – Peter Stanchek begins to notice he has certain abilities. 

  (Harbinger #0) 

 

Phil Seleski is released from the hospital and he and his psychiatrist John Veerhusen discuss the events of the 

previous month. 

  (Solar, Man of the Atom #4) 

 

 Cardinal Arcadius, head of Vatican Intelligence, advises the Pope to be more aggressive in the global community. 

  (Conjecture: Arcadius says he been saying this “for years.”)(Ninjak #26) 

 

Whether real or imagined, Sam, a homeless man living in New York, fights off a group of murderers. 

  (Harbinger #13) 

 


